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New Brunswick
Moncton ..................................... 506-388-3337
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Miramichi .................................. 506-773-6013
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Kentville ...................................... 902-678-5555
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Halifax ........................................... 902-450-0712
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Prince Edward Island
Summerside ........................... 902-436-4244
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Stratford ..................................... 902-569-2500

Dani Wheaton- New Brunswick & Prince Edward Island  506-875-7456  daniwheaton@green-diamond.ca
Colton Parsons- Mainland Nova Scotia 902-692-1981 coltonparsons@green-diamond.ca
Shane Decoste- Eastern Nova Scotia/Cape Breton and Nfld & Labrador 902-870-1949  shanedecoste@green-diamond.ca 

For Service and/or Parts inquires, 
please contact Harold Larter at our  
Stratford location Toll Free: 1-833-534-1218

For more information or a demo of equipment,  contact your local representative. www.green-diamond.ca

Green Diamond Equipment 
supplies the Maritime golf and turf 
industry with these quality brands. 
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“ One of the nice things about our 20-year partnership with Rain Bird has been  

the ability to evolve as we go. We can run our IC System™ and satellites with  

the same Central Control. They definitely give us the flexibility we need.”

Chris Dalhamer, Director of Golf Course Maintenance | Pebble Beach Golf Links

CONNECT to

Discover the benefits of a Rain Bird system at rainbird.com/TheFuture.

the FUTURE

Upcoming technologies

Simplified upgrades

A partner dedicated solely to irrigation

Rain Bird is the Official Turf Irrigation Supplier of Pebble Beach Resorts®. Pebble Beach®, Pebble Beach Golf Links®, Pebble Beach Resorts®, The Lone Cypress™,  
The Heritage logo and their underlying distinctive images are trademarks, service marks and trade dress of Pebble Beach Company. Used by permission.

@RainBirdGolf 



President’s Message
John Mills,  
Northumberland Links Golf Course

In all my years in the golf industry I have never seen a year where golf 
course superintendents faced so many challenges and uncertainties 
as in 2020. As a group, golf course superintendents tend to be a very 
resourceful and resilient group of problems solvers. In 2020 these skills 
were on full display as many of you faced the unknown and uncertain 
landscape presented by the Covid-19 crises in the spring and then 
followed by one of the driest, hottest and longest summers on record. 
I am very proud of the way our industry pulled together to help each 
other by sharing, checking in on one another, and offering help to 
each other through this most challenging season.

There is a saying “when the going gets tough, the tough get going”. 
I think this phrase captures the overall response of our collective 
industry and helped show our golf course owners and stake holders 
the true value of their golf course superintendent. Many of you have 
had to work with less staff and monetary resources. You then had to 
figure out how to develop programs with what you had to work with, 
well done!

If there is a silver lining for golf, it is the increased play that resulted from 
restrictions to many other summer activities. Hopefully, this bump will 
continue beyond the health pandemic. I’m sure many of you, myself 
included, will be looking at irrigation system improvements for the 
future.

As you know, the AGSA has made the difficult decision to cancel the 
2021 conference and trade show. We are hopeful to provide members 
with quality online educational opportunities for the winter of 2021. 
The conference committee is looking into the options and how we can 
make this available.

All in all, we have as a profession, shown our value and skills as leaders 
and problem solvers. Hopefully, many of you will get the opportunity 
for some much needed down time and can then return to better 
resources and budgets in preparation for the 2021 season.

All the best,

John 



You depend on Aquatrols soil surfactants help your turf perform 
throughout the summer stress period, and the benefits don’t have to 
end there.  A late season application just before you blow out your 
irrigation system can provide many important turf benefits before the 
ground freezes in winter and after the ground thaws in early spring.

• Late Autumn: Ensure maximum penetration of any  
rainfall or snowmelts that occur and improve soil moisture levels before 
the ground freezes.  

• Winter: Prevent crown hydration injury by ensuring free water drains off 
of the surface during snowmelts. 

• Spring: When the rootzone thaws in early spring, Aquatrols soil  
surfactants will still be present in the soil, improving soil moisture  
levels and maximizing photosynthesis and root growth.

      TRY A LATE SEASON APPLICATION THIS FALL!

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

To learn more about Sixteen90, 
contact your local Aquatrols distributor today.

1-800-257-7797  |  info@aquatrols.com  |  www.aquatrols.com

Callum Haughn
902-222-9335
callum@halifaxseed.ca

Ryan Sherry
902-223-2858
ryan.sherry@halifaxseed.ca
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Executive Director
2020-THE YEAR IN REVIEW

For golf superintendents in Atlantic Canada, 2020 was 
very different as well. After not even knowing if golf 
would happen this season, superintendents were asked 
to create not only a work environment that was safe for 
their staffs, but also create a playing area that was safe 
for their members and guests. Despite having not ever 
gone through anything like this in the past, they did just 
that. The use of the AGSA’s WhatsApp platform created 
a place where superintendents could share thoughts 
and ideas on how to manage many of the issues created 
by covid-19. The App continues to be a great place for 
members to interact and I would encourage you to 
take advantage of it. Share your thoughts and ideas on 
anything related to turf maintenance or golf in general. 
We also have several members who perform both the 
role of the superintendent and the general manager 
so you have a platform that can address your concerns 
about pretty much everything golf related. 

While the creation of the WhatsApp chat was a big 
positive for the AGSA, we were forced to make some 
difficult decisions in 2020 as well. Early on, the AGSA 
Scramble had to be cancelled. This was disappointing 
for both the AGSA board and for our presenting sponsor, 
Bayer. The Scramble has been a great event for the past 
several years and we look forward to it returning in 2021, 
when we will visit the Mill River Resort in late August. 

More recently, we have also had to cancel the 2021 
AGSA Conference and Trade Show. This decision was 

not taken lightly as the Conference is a big part of the 
AGSA. It is a revenue stream that is very important for 
us, but it also provides an opportunity for our members 
to network with their colleagues, obtain pesticide 
certification points, continue their education and learn 
about everything that is new in our industry. Thanks to 
everyone who filled out the survey. The response was 
very good and helped a lot in letting the board know 
what our membership was thinking when it came to 
attending a conference in 2021. 

Plans for the 2022 Conference are well under way and it 
will be held at the Westin Nova Scotian in Halifax, which 
would have been the site for 2021. 

The new AGSA website is on the verge of being ready 
to go and may in fact be launched by the time you 
receive this Turf News. We are very excited by what the 
new website is going to look like and what it bring to 
you. I would encourage you to check it out as soon as it 
launches and please provide us with feedback on what 
you like and what you don’t.  

In closing, I would like to congratulate you all on, not 
only getting through 2020, but in making it a much 
better year than anyone would have thought was 
possible. Enjoy the remainder of the year and good luck 
in getting your courses put to bed for the winter. 

Jim Nix

As 2020 draws to a close, we can only hope 2021 will be a much more normal season. The good news is many clubs 
reported significant increases in both rounds and revenue. Membership also grew in many clubs and if we see those 
numbers sustained into the future, it can only be a good thing for golf and golf clubs, as well as superintendents 
and their staffs. Covid-19 certainly made life difficult for everyone and caused great pain for many people and 
their families. Golf at times seemed very trivial compared to what many people were going through. 
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Solar power is increasingly popular, but golf courses 
have relied on it forever. Turfgrass leaf blades – i.e., 
turf solar panels – collect sunlight and convert it to 
chemical energy that fuels growth. If anyone questions 
the need to perform tree work that increases putting 
green sunlight exposure, just ask them where they'd 
place solar panels: in the sun or in the shade?

Temperatures have been mild but the cold weather is 
just around the corner. Take the following steps now to 
help putting green turf prepare for winter:

RAISE MOWING HEIGHTS:

• Large solar panels generate more energy than 
small solar panels. Increasing leaf surface area by 
raising mowing heights helps putting green turf 
generate and store energy for overwintering.

• Raising mowing heights reduces turf stress. Turf 
that enters winter in a weakened state is more 
likely to experience winter injury than healthy turf.

EVALUATE WINTER SUNLIGHT PENETRATION:

• Turf needs sunlight during fall to harden off 
properly so that it is better able to survive harsh 
winter weather

• Sunlight is important even when turf isn't growing. 
Winter sunlight helps melt snow and ice. It can also 
reduce the frequency of freeze and thaw cycles 
that can cause winter injury.

• Morning shade receives a lot of consideration 
during the growing months, but afternoon shade 
during winter can result in rapid refreezing and 
winter injury.

CONSIDER DRAINAGE:

• Turf needs dry conditions to harden off properly.

• If putting greens have collar dams, consider 
options for addressing them.

• If putting greens have surface depressions, 
consider these options to reduce the risk of winter 
injury:

• Remove strips of sod, creating channels that 
facilitate positive surface drainage of excess water 
from putting surfaces. Remember that infiltration 
rates are reduced when soils are frozen.

• Installing heating cables in drainage channels will 
help keep water flowing by melting any ice that 
forms.

• If putting greens have subsurface drainage, cutting 
holes from the surface to the top of drain lines in 
areas where water tends to collect will facilitate 
drainage throughout winter.

• Deep aeration can improve drainage. Better 
drainage can help turf harden off and reduces its 
susceptibility to winter injury.

USGA RECOMMENDATIONS

Winter Preparation Checklist 
For Putting Greens
By David Oatis, USGA Regional Director

Trees in full fall color signal that winter is approaching. Preparing playing surfaces for winter before it is 
too late can reduce the risk of winter injury and improve springtime playing conditions.  

As the days get shorter and daylight saving time ends, an extra hour of sleep is welcomed. Here are a few 
things to ponder as you reset your clocks:
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PLAN YOUR FERTILITY:

Avoid excessive nitrogen applications. Lush growth increases the vulnerability of turf to winter injury. Applying 
nitrogen to putting greens that are covered with tarps is especially risky.

• Make sure potassium levels are adequate. Insufficient potassium levels can increase the potential for winter 
injury on Poa Annua putting greens. Keep in mind, however, that turf can only use so much potassium and 
excessive levels won't help. Furthermore, extremely heavy late-fall potassium applications have been shown 
to increase snow mold incidence on creeping bentgrass putting green turf.

Ultimately, turf that goes into winter weak won't come out of winter any stronger. 



THE EASY CHOICE
WHEN POWER, PERFORMANCE, VERSATILITY AND COMFORT MATTER.

Contact your local Turf Care representative to find out more about purchase and lease opportunities:   
Atlantic Provinces  - Rafuse Golf Cars: 902-825-6582   |   Ontario and Quebec - Turf Care Products Canada: 1-800-561-8873

INFINITY® SERIES GOLF SPRINKLERS
Engineered for today’s challenges. 

Designed for tomorrow’s  
technologies.

@TurfCareProdCA  

Stay up-to-date: www.turfcare.ca

@Gr8estShowOnTRF

Jeremy Phillips, Sales & Service Representative       p: 416-347-4601 or 1-800-561-8873    |    e: jeremy.phillips@turfcare.ca

Get in touch to find out how Toro Infinity Sprinklers can save you time and money.
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Bradley Allen, Superintendent

The Nest, although a Short Course was nothing short of a challenge for all those involved. 

Routings for the project started as early as 2017 and there were seven different layouts over three different sites 
before arriving at its current location. Frequent visits by Rod Whitman were made while many long days were spent 
by the team clearing centerlines. 

The Nest Course as it sets today is a Par 3, perched on the highest point of Cabot Cliffs. The total site consists of about 
20 acres. The golf course itself represents about 12 of those. There is an abundance of unmowed fescue surrounds, 
a few treelined holes, water features, and a pond. The course has ten holes, bentgrass greens and all other playing 
areas are the same fine fescues you will find on the Links and Cliffs courses.

For me, the budget process dictated the construction sequence. We thought about the whole site as one in an effort 
to reduce overall cost and keep the team working together during each process. For this reason, things had to be 
spaced out which likely resulted in a longer timeline than what the design team was used to. It took a tremendous 
amount of cooperation with a very small group, all things considered, to build the course from start to finish using 
mostly in-house resources. 

NEST
the

Hole 10 Germination
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Winter of 2019 was dedicated to tree removal, burning, 
and grubbing of the site. In January, a tree harvester 
was brought in which helped eliminate an enormous 
amount of waste and material handling. The contractor 
kept the wood and as a result there was no cost to the 
project. In a matter of a week the site exposed itself, and 
over the next few months things were stripped off and 
processed over semi frozen ground which made things 
ideal.

By Spring things were ready to roll and construction 
began in mid-May after things dried up with Dave 
Axland and Keith Cutten kicking off the first push with 
mass grading and shaping. I cannot say enough how 
impressive it is to watch these guys go at it. It was instant 
excitement and go time was an understatement. They 
worked in tandem always having two guys on site and 
rotated in with one another as one had to step out with 
Rod Whitman making up the trio. One month in the site 
was roughed out and ready for mainline & drainage. 

The majority of the mainline and the irrigation system 
was installed by our turf team lead by Rob Krienke. Rob’s 
position was instrumental to the success of the project 
being hands on with all infrastructure going into the 
Short Course at any moment. Darcy Arsenault’s team 
from PE Irrigation performed a huge role installing all 
the drainage and greens loops among many other tasks 
during the build. The process took about six weeks in 
total to install everything which is something you can 
hardly comprehend when you stop and think about 
how much that actually was. For any of you who has 
had the privilege to have worked with Darcy’s team you 
will know what I am talking about.

In addition to the course build we had to simultaneously 
process our own capping material. We were fortunate 
that the sand pit which serviced both Links and Cliffs 
was a neighboring property and less than a kilometer 
into the Short Course. The challenge with the pit is that 

it was near the end of its life and the source of sand 
had nearly been used up so finding it was an ongoing 
concern. All the greens mix and some of the surround 
material was screened in house. Des Vance, who 
some of you may recognize from attending the AGSA 
Conferences over the years, ran the screening plant and 
coordinated the trucking which supported the capping. 
There was a considerable amount of pressure riding on 
her talents and I’m personally very proud of Des and all 
she accomplishes on a daily basis. Initially we began 
screening everything to 5mm for these areas, but we 
had also begun to stockpile screened 8mm sand. We 
even had started this prior to the golf course itself. 

In June, our agronomist Dick Psolla, visited the site and 
we had the material tested. As one would expect at the 
time the test results came back less than ideal for greens 
mix, to the point we had to be open about the way we 
thought about typical greens construction. This is likely 
a story in itself, however we build the greens without a 
cavity, with a gravel layer and a minimum of 20 inches 
of material using the 8mm screened sand instead of the 
5mm screened sand. Drainage was installed below the 
gravel layer and each green was provided with a sealed 
inlet while a backflow preventer was installed on each 
outlet. This gave us manageable options for the future 
and essentially a way to access each green’s subsurface 
system. 

Drainage Install Hole 10

Jason Dziabel & Dick Psolla

Screening Plant
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The remainder of the course was not screened and 
capped approximately at five inches with whatever left 
the pit. At this time Rod brought in a few of his key guys, 
and best kept secrets to the finish work of the course. 
Kurtis Lavis was charged with bunker construction, 
shaping and finish work. John Cavanagh took on 
capping roles, tee construction, and sequencing. For a 
brief period, Benjamin Warren, a designer and shaper 
from the UK, filled in rolls pushing out green mix. Keith 
oversaw the infield construction in all areas while Rod 
tweaked and tweaked his greens to perfection.

The green team had a lot on their plate when the course 
build was in full stride. For some of our key guys like 
Tyer Vizzutti, it usually meant spraying all morning and 
installing drainage or irrigation until we kicked him off 
property that evening. Ben Malach, an eager up and 
comer in golf design, returned to Cabot to take on the 
Nest after initially being here for Cliffs and completing 
his degree. Joey Peterson had previously worked at our 
partner property Sand Valley in Wisconsin completing 
The Sand Box Course. Joey, now an intern working for 
James at Cabot Links, had all the vision and enthusiasm 
to help us execute a detailed project. 

Seeding began in late August, which was probably too 
late for some. We probably assumed too much risk with 
timing but the principal was we could grow in ten holes 
as fast as we could one so the concept was to seed as 
much as we could at once. Originally, we were going 
to break up finishing and seeding into thirds, but this 
plan quickly washed away in one of the hurricanes in 
the latter part of the month. This set us back quite a bit 
more than anticipated and we had to kick things into 
high gear if we were to finish on time to gain anything 
out of the growing season. Seeding resumed in mid-
September and did not stop for ten days until the last 
green was seeded September 20th. 

Many of the turf team members did not even see 
much of the short course until the final stages of finish 

work began. It was an all hands-on deck approach, 
and everyone contributed immensely to get the short 
course complete. Jason Dziabel oversaw all the activities 
that typically started out on Cliffs then transitioned into 
the Short Course build. Jason’s ability to balance out the 
workload and execute all that was thrown at the group 
is where the credit is truly due. There were some very 
long days and difficult work involved but it was very 
rewarding. We caught some lucky breaks in the fall and 
October proved to be a perfect month for germination. 
Slowly and surely the course came to life and the course 
was mowed fully prior to going into winter. 

Spring 2020, as we all know, threw us all for a loop, 
but we managed to open the Nest on July 17. At one 
time this did not seem realistic but needless to say the 
team here has a way of surpassing any doubt. As with 
any new grow-in or course there are still a few things 
to do, especially with bunkers, and small projects to 
work on. We look forward to the day where Rod & Dave 
will be able to return to see their work with grass on 
it and help finalize the mowing lines. We have these 
details to look forward to along with tightening up the 
fescue surrounds to blend into the bentgrass greens. 
The team has worked diligently this season bringing 
the Nest along to fruition despite the shortcomings of 
the pandemic. They all should be very proud of their 
accomplishments, as well as themselves, as am I.

Bradley Allen

Applying Hydroseed

Green 8 Planting

The Cliffs Turf Team
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by Paul MacCormack

As I was waiting for them to finish up last week I began 
to reflect on what it would mean to be a real, full time 
roadie. Being out on tour, and setting up and tearing 
down in a different city each night while sacrificing 
time with family and friends to be part of something 
that brings joy and happiness to so many people 
is what it is all about. Being an integral part of the 
creative machine that is a musical tour and allowing 
the musicians the space to do what they do best,  is a 
roadie’s job.

It began to dawn on me that working behind the 
scenes on a summer long tour would be much like 
being a Superintendent and turf crew.

• We both work tirelessly when no one is looking

• The fans and golfers usually only focus on the end 
product, not how it came to be

• The amount of personal sacrifice to pull it off is by 
times, immense

• Both gigs and golf courses are affected by weather, 
and most times it’s the crews behind the curtain 
that bear the brunt of this burden

• The amount of technical knowledge required to 
be an instrument, sound, or lighting technician is 
staggering…much like that of a Superintendent

For me though, it was a wonderful part time job. I was 
happy to tag along and move the gear, supporting the 
boys when I could.  It meant a lot knowing that our 
son and his band mates were gaining vital experience 
while having a blast doing what they love to do the 
most…playing music.

 I also had a few other reflections of my own…

• Being of service – Volunteering to be part of 
something meaningful is such a rich experience. 

• Your attitude matters –Lucas’ gig was an evening 
one which ended way past my summer bedtime. In 
any situation like this one it’s easy to get negative 
and jaded when you are feeling worn out, but 
your outlook and perspective means so very 
much. Keeping your attitude positive also helps 
those around you see things in the larger context. 
Taking nights off from time to time, and letting his 
friends help him out with his gear was wise action I 
applied on more than one occasion.

• Music is so vitally important to my own well being 
and the wellness of so many, and an art form 
intrinsic to the human experience. It was such a joy 
to be a small part of bringing forth the band’s art 
for people to enjoy. Just watching the patrons of 
the nearby restaurant patios tap their feet and nod 
their heads, getting lost in the music was magical.

• I am almost forty seven, and Lucas is nearing 
eighteen and we got to spend precious moments 
together in the summer during a global pandemic 
through our shared passion. The summer season 
doesn’t equal family time for me almost ever, and 
somehow this year it did. Hanging out on Victoria 
Row with my wife Jill and daughters Maria and 
Clara listening to Lucas and his friends play some 
fine music on warm summer evenings, it doesn’t 
get much better than that.

• I’m not as young as I once was - The 
aforementioned Fender amp that contributed in 
part to Lucas’ injury got its own skateboard for the 
season…way easier on my back. 

Thanks so much for reading.

There’s always much to be grateful for!  - Paul

Roadie Tales
This summer I was afforded a unique opportunity. Our son Lucas (17) plays guitar in a band and they were lucky 
enough to land a regular outdoor gig playing jazz in downtown Charlottetown five evenings a week all summer. 
Only glitch with this plan was that last November Lucas developed a hernia and has been waiting on surgery ever 
since. This precluded him from carrying any of the gear both to and from the summer shows. Hence, I became the 
band’s default roadie for most of the summer, and I have to say, it was a lot of fun.



Safety. Quality. Capability. These traits define a fleets value for  
golf courses everywhere. Ventrac is designed to maximize value  

and set the benchmark in these performance categories. 
  

The Toro company has completed its acquisition of privately-held Venture 
Products Inc., the manufacturer of Ventrac branded products.  Ventrac is a 
leading manufacturer of articulating turf, landscaping, and snow and ice 
management equipment for the golf, grounds, landscape contractor and rural 
acreage markets. Veseys Equipment is excited to be representing this innovative, 
versatile and respected brand. Ventrac fits well into Vesey’s other turf 
management lines and provides another solution to assist our customers.

Ventrac 4500 with 
Contour Mower

Ventrac 4500 with 
Contour Deck

Ventrac 4500 with 
Turbine Blower

Ventrac’s design and patented controls make 
it stable and safer on steep slopes and 
challenging terrain. Ventrac’s specialized 
attachments are engineered to perform 
individual tasks. The system results in 
unmistakable advantages both on paper and 
where it matters the most; on your course.

1-866-455-8873 
www.veseysequipment.com

  MARKET FARM
EQUIPMENT LTD.

Turf News Ad 2020-Ventrac.qxp_Layout 1  2020-06-15  11:00 AM  Page 1

STUART GILLIES
506-872-4004
stuartgillies@outlook.com

385 Frenette Ave. Moncton, NB  E1H 3S5

AMANDA GILLIES
506-878-7931
amandakgillies@outlook.com

- MGP PRODUCT LINES - 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT THIS YEAR. 
WISHING YOU AND YOUR FAMILIES A SAFE SEASON AHEAD!
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BEHIND THE GRASS
aN AGSA Superintendent Profile

STEVE HANCOX, Fredericton Golf Club

How about we start with a little 
personal introduction to you and 
your family. Where are from, are 
you married, kids, etc. 

Originally born in Ottawa, Ontario, 
but moved to Cole Harbour, Nova 
Scotia at a young age and grew up 
there.  I pretty much just say I’m 
from Cole Harbour!  Never married 
but also never divorced!  No kids 
either so pretty much my family 
here is just the dog, cat and myself.
 
Take us through your path 
to becoming a golf course 
superintendent and why you chose 
this as a career

Well it all started in 2004, as a 16 
year old I was given a summer 
job at Glen Arbour Golf Course 

in Halifax.  I ran a trimmer for 
most of the summer and on my 
last day before heading back to 
school I threw my uniform in the 
dumpster and said what a stupid 
job!  Low and behold 18 years 
later I am still doing it! After that 
first season I began to get more 
responsibilities, so I came back and 
I realized it wasn’t too bad of a job 
after talking to friends and seeing 
how miserable their fast food jobs 
were.  From there I progressed 
to an Irrigation Tech, then a year 
later a Spray Tech.  I ended up 
going to Aircraft Mechanic school 
following High School, but due 
to some previous sports injuries I 
was unable to carry on after two 
weeks of school.  It was when I 
returned to the golf course that fall 

that someone recommended I go 
to Turf School and pursue this as a 
career.

Off to Fairview Alberta I went and 
spent 2 years there being in the last 
graduating class from the school 
while continuing my work career 
at Glen Arbour.  Once graduating, 
I returned to Glen Arbour for 
two more seasons where I got to 
continue furthering my career.  
Then, Kevin Wentzell at Royal 
Oaks in Moncton took a risk on 
me and hired me as his Assistant 
Superintendent (Still don’t know if 
the risk paid off for him!!!!)  After 6 
seasons with Kevin at Royal Oaks, 
Fredericton Golf Club was in the 
market for a Superintendent, and 
somehow they picked me.  Still 
here as of writing this!
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If you could offer one piece 
of advise for a young person 
considering a career as a golf 
course superintendent, what would 
it be?

One piece is hard, but be patient 
and bite your tongue!  Learn from 
others mistakes and also their 
successes.  Don’t expect anything 
to be handed to you, it’s a long 
journey to make it to become a 
Superintendent.  I’d like to add 
a little something extra and that 
is really try to learn from your 
mechanics, it will go a long way 
once you get to the top!

Most superintendents like to play at 
least some golf. Do you play much 
yourself and if you had one golf 
course you wanted to see and play 
in your bucket list, which one would 
it be?

I try to get out whenever I can 
during the season when my body 
lets me.  I may be young but 
injuries have taken quite the toll 
on this body.  I mean, I always get 
the “oh you work at a golf course 
you must play so much golf!” from 
so many people.  My reply is, do 
you like to hang around the office 
for 4-12 hours extra a week?  But 
I do a lot of putting and chipping 
daily in the mornings if that counts!  
Always good to know how the 
course is playing.  Augusta would 
be top of my list to play.

Tell us about the Fredericton Golf 
Club. 

The course is 104 years old, with 
additions and rebuilds throughout 
those years to help keep the club 
up to date.  Originally was built 
in 1916, with a 5 hole course 
opening finally expanding to a 9 
hole course in 1919.  In 1948-1949 
the club added another 9 holes to 

make Fredericton Golf Club a full 
18 hole course right in the town 
of Fredericton.  Throughout the 
years there were plenty of updates 
to the original 9 holes.  In 1998 a 
new design of 3 holes (8,9 and 11) 
was constructed adding a new 
aspect to the golf club.  Finally, in 
2018, the process began to replace 
4 of the oldest greensites on the 
property (4,5,10,13) and those 
renovations were completed and 
open for play in June of 2020.

All of the old greens on the 
property are old push up greens 
constructed of anything they 
could get their hands on (still some 
old clay drainage on a few of the 
greens).  The layout is pretty basic, 
definitely an older style back and 
forth course with trees dividing the 
holes.  Greens are a mix of Bent and 
Poa, tees, approaches and rough 
are a combination of plenty of turf 
species!  Just an older style golf 
course with small tees and greens, 
and after all these years and 
renovations you still get the vibe of 
the age of the golf course!

I know in recent years at least 
you have been involved in a 
greens renovation at the club. Is 
renovation/construction something 
you enjoy and can you tell us a little 
bit about your recent project?

I really do enjoy the renovations 
and construction and to tell you 
the truth, the 1st year open and 
grow in during an excessive heat 
drought with 300 rounds a day 
on the other hand has been a 
handful!  Our recent project was 
the renovation of 4 greensites 
on the course, and right from the 
start it was tough to find someone 
to come to only renovate 4 sites.  
These greens ranged from 60-75 
years old and were just beaten 

down.  The club ended up going 
with Rod Wittman and his crew 
along with my staff to carry out 
the rebuild.  We re-built from 
the approach to the back of the 
greensite including the bunkering 
etc.  The thing that stuck out with 
Mr. Whitman’s proposal was how 
the design of these 4 greensites 
fit in with the old property.  The 
biggest thing we didn’t want was 
for you to feel you were playing 
another golf course for 4 holes 
while playing Fredericton Golf 
Club.  They did one heck of a job 
having those sites fit right into the 
rest of the property!  Now, other 
than the greens being pure sand 
base as compared to the other 14 
push ups they visually fit in!

The golf superintendent’s job is 
definitely not 40 hours a week, with 
weekends off. When you do have a 
little time off though, what do you 
enjoy doing in season and out of 
season?

Not going to lie, a bit of a video 
game nerd!  I do enjoy to try and 
spend a lot of my time off with 
family, parents, sister, nieces and 
nephews!  Life is too short to not 
enjoy the ones around you.  Other 
than that, in the summer I enjoy 
golfing and plenty of indoor 
activities (since we are outside so 
much!) and in the winter when 
I’m not feet deep in snow, I try to 
stay busy with some small engine 
repairs.  Something I enjoy, well 
also a couple of cold ones to go 
along with it all!

Other than dealing with a budget 
that I am sure is never enough to 
do what everyone wants done, 
what would you say are the biggest 
challenges you face at Fredericton 
Golf Club?
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It is an old course, and every day it 
keeps getting older and played on 
more and more each day.  Trying to 
keep pushing more bentgrass, so 
deep tining and regular aeration, 
along with educating members 
on the importance of all of this is 
tough.  I have also implemented 
tree removal around greens, to 
go with the amount of punching 
whether it be solid/cross/deep 
tining.  It is hard to come to an 
older property and make changes 
to improve greens, when you 
know yourself it will take a few 
years of making these changes 
before you see improvements, but 
people expect to see the change 
overnight.  After the members see 
the improvement in playability 
you start to feel better, but there is 
a period of great stress waiting to 
see the results

If you could sit down and have a 
beverage and a conversation with 
one person outside of the golf 
industry, who would it be and why? 

Easy, Bill Belichick.  No explanation 
needed!

As a member of the AGSA, what do 
you see as the greatest benefits of 
membership in the association?

Easier access to colleagues, 
some events and educational 
opportunities.

2020 was a year of severe 
challenges. Atlantic Canada and 
certainly NB faced extremely 
high temperatures and drought 
conditions. Those challenges alone 
would have made it a very difficult 
year but the Covid-19 pandemic 
created situations none of us have 
ever seen before. How is your club 
working their way through this and 
what major changes did it create 
for you and your team?

Really, it wasn’t that difficult 
as courses in the USA were 
already implementing rules and 
regulations.  Some people made 
it more difficult than it was, we 
just kept it simple.  Hardest part 
was keeping a manual always up 
to date with our policies with the 
Covid Situation ever changing.  I 
mean most my staff understood 
how to properly wash our hands 
etc., but we just had to implement 
better cleaning practices, which 
now we look back and should 
have been what we were doing 
all along.  I think the hardest part 
was having 300 plus members a 
day out, and even with signs to not 
touch the flagstick, some still felt 
the need to touch it.  I was lucky to 
have a returning staff in its entirety 
from last season, no one wanted 
to get anyone else sick and they all 
worked together.  I had a tougher 
time keeping my staff safe from all 
the golfers.  But we figured it out, 
membership came up, and we are 
still going!

Can you give us a little insight 
into your greens management 
program?

Deep tine 2 times a year, hollow 
tine 2 times a year, cross tine 4 
times a year.  Add in some vertical 
mowing, brushing and topdressing 
and viola you got it!  I feed them 
when they are hungry and they 
need it, no ritual 2 week thing, no 
MLSN or whatever that fad is, no 
carrying a measuring cup around 
to measure your yield.  A simple 
how many times did you empty, 
and were the buckets even does 
the job.  Let the greens tell you 
what they need, they are in control!

Almost at the end. 

We all see ourselves at times being in 

a different career. If you were not in 
the turf industry, what do you suspect 
you would be doing?

Aircraft Mechanic

If you are going to sit down and watch 
a movie tonight, any movie from any 
time, what would it be?

Goodfellas

Final question. Is there a single 
person who served as a mentor 
for you or at least had the biggest 
impact on your career?

Andrew Margeson.  I will say it 
again, Andrew Margeson.  The 
person who recommended I go get 
my Turf Diploma and the person 
who has stuck with me through 
ups and downs in my career.  I 
owe that man a lot, smart and 
underappreciated for what he has 
done in this industry by many, but 
not by me.  I have learned more 
from him than everyone else I have 
met in this industry.  And well here 
I am as a Superintendent at FGC 
and he is to credit!

Thanks Steve!
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What an interesting year this has turn out to 
be, and it is not over yet.  Most golf courses 
have gone from wondering if they would 
be allowed to open and how that would 
work, to having record numbers of rounds 
per day, and unprecedented water usage.

From an irrigation perspective what does 
that mean for the life of the system and 
maintenance in general. 

Here are some points to ponder:

This season has offered nature’s way of 
doing an irrigation audit, there is no hiding 
lack of coverage, and if you are doing core 
samples coupled with moisture readings 
you have completed ¾ of the audit process.  
The most important take away from this 
information is the follow-up to correct 
the dry areas, increase or maybe decrease 
run times and properly allocate water by 
creating many individual run times per 
station not per zone. 

Pumping systems have been tested like 
never before and certainly will show 
any major problems that could exist. 
Interestingly there have been fewer 
problems this season than we normally see 
with pump stations.  I believe the reason 
for this is simply the fact that many things 
work better when they are operated daily, 
vehicles, equipment, motors and yes pumps 
all fall in this group. However, regular 
maintenance is now more important 
than ever.  We have operated under the 

philosophy of changing motor oi in the 
spring greasing motors once or twice per 
season and considering our stations as low 
hour items compared to other equipment 
on the course.  This year has changed that 
philosophy and if it continues mid-season 
oil changes additional greasing and general 
maintenance will be required.

The million dollar questions ask by owners 
architects and superintendents do we have 
enough water, is the pond big enough, and 
where can we get more water? There would 
be few courses that haven’t pondered these 
questions this year.  The future may require 
the addition of extra pumps to move water 
from one pond to another, installing a 
power source coupled with an electric 
pump to complete this process.  Renting of 
a stationary engine with a pump to transfer 
water to the main irrigation pump and 
where allowed drilling new wells. 

With many of these ideas acquiring 
materials and products has become a bit 
more difficult under the Covid conditions.  
With that in mind planning and ordering 
now for later fall work or early spring work 
will prove beneficial.

May some gentle rain fall on your course, 
and the fall season be pleasant and 
productive.

Barry K Stone CGIA

I R R I G A T I O N  C O R N E R 
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THE STORAGE SHED IS NOT A  
HEALING ROOM
As the long hot summer comes to an end we are getting a little played out. We have a lot 
of early mornings and no doubt a few weekends getting ready for tournaments or events. 
It is easy to start coasting this time of year. When I worked as a heavy duty mechanic I used 
to work for a trucking company that had a room that everyone jokingly referred to as the 
healing room. Old starters , alternators, and other such pieces landed in there. Funny thing 
is none of these parts ever came back out in any better working order. The same goes for 
our equipment. If we park it broken it will go back out broken. At this time of year it is 
very important to start making lists of repairs and parts that are needed. The rising cost of 
equipment makes it more important than ever to maintain our equipment. Especially our 
heavier equipment that will have  to be replaced with new tier 4 equipped gear. Not only 
is this gear more expensive there will be a lot more training and service tools to service it. 

I always knew this practice was important but never more than this year. Because of 
Covid 19 I was sent home and didn’t return until mid April the same time as a lot of the 
other crew. It seemed like it was half way through the season before things started to run 
smooth again. Luckily I had all my major repairs done before Christmas. I usually spend 
March and early April servicing all equipment. This practice usually lets me pick up a lot of 
little problems before it gets out the door. 

I know I say this every year but it is so important to take advantage of the spring booking 
orders. It saves so much money on major components such as hydraulic motors and 
engines , but it also saves so much time in season the following year. The first spring I 
worked at the golf course I didn’t even know what a bed knife was! I spent so much time 
my first season scrambling to get parts. Not only was it a time sucker I ended up with 
important equipment down a lot longer than I should have.

SERVICE TIPS
At Brudenell River / Dundarave golf courses our rental carts are in the basement under the 
pro shop. It is a little damp down there so we were having trouble with corrosion.So now 
we double charge the batteries followed by cleaning all the cable ends and then we coat 
them with a battery terminal protector. There are lots of great products out there. Check 
with your local dealer or automotive shop. 

At the end of the season we get the staff to give the equipment a good steam cleaning. I 
always take any plates off that give them as much excess as they can get. This gives you a 
good look at everything underneath so you can find problems before the next season. It 
also prevents a lot of rust created by a clump of grass stuck on top of a hydraulic line. As 
the fall goes on I try to pull as many wheels off as I can. The wet grass loves to collect in 
there to rot the brake compontaints out over the winter.

I would like to wish everyone a great fall and winter!

If the conference gets cancelled here is a virtual toast to you all!

Jamie Matheson 
Head Mechanic 
Brudenell River / Dundarave golf courses
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